REASON/
Increasing population of present cities caused rapid
decline in their attractiveness. Both, better road
infrastructure and wide variety of public transport
encourage us to move out to the more peaceful and
quiet greenbelts. However, did we ever thought how
it is possible that there always is a place for another
new estate?

PRIMEVAL SYMBIOSIS/

IT TOOK NO LONGER THEN 5 MINUTES TO FIND EXAMPLES FROM ALL OVER THE
GLOBE...
Geometrical shape on the edge of a city and forest suggest deforestation as the
only way for urban sprawl
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Earth counts time in billions of years. It took it almost 4 billiard years
to produce trees. They are Earth’s greatest achievement- a perfect
living sculpture.

ABIDJAM/IVORY COAST/
AFRICA

Only 200 000 years ago you showed up, homo sapiens.. a “wise
human”. Despite your vulnerability, you conquered all of the lands.
Without any hesitation you started exploiting a four-billiard-year-old
legacy formed by the planet Earth.

Sometimes we forget that deforestation is the only
way to expand in a traditional way. Like a virus we are
taking territories that do not belong to us. We want
to be “close” to nature and in the same time we are
the ones responsible for its devastation.

Using technology you spread out from noisy and polluted cities, you
created yourself. You took pure lands which did not belong to you
and destroyed them also. Deforestation, it is called. The process of
devastating natural habitat, killing thousands of organisms only for
your own haughtiness.

This project is an example of the solution to this
problem.

LOCALIZATION/

N127-1

exemplary natural environmet intended for
housing (e.g. areas around developing cities)

typical housing/ disregarding natural environment/
mass deforestation= mass murder

Although at the beginning this project arose by observing only the local situation, after some research it was obvious that this
must be rather a world-wide strategy. Majority of countries started adopting the western model of lifestyle, where deforestation
for residential purposes was happening on regular basis. “Primeval symbiosis” is a very flexible project in its form so that it could be
brought into effect almost everywhere, if needed. The factor that influences mostly the possible placement is depending on the
height of forest canopies. Because of the their shadows the shelter construction should be located in areas marked between blue
and green range of colors on the map below.

present-day modern architecture/ partial environmental
efforts/ medium deforestation

INSPIRATION/IDEAS/
The main inspiration for this project was a functionality
and structure of a tree. Studyinging its nature, allowed
me to come up with ideas and solutions to create a
completely self-sufficient construction.
For most of the animals, trees are the best natural
shelters against predators, moisture and weather.
Coincidence? We must remember that in nature
nothing is accidental. Everything has a reason and a
purpose. It all balance out just like this project.

animal’s shelter=
human’s shelter

minimazed footprint/ NO deforestation/
SYMBIOSIS/

animal’s
shulter/

This is not symbiosis, not even commensalism... Slaughter, is what
it is. Mass deforestation and for what I am asking? Infinite number of
concrete blocks set up in lines like memorials… memorials of human
fatuity? No. Not anymore.

human’s
shulter/
chloroplast - photovoltaic cell

1/ SUN ENERGY

We still have a chance to stop it. That it where the ‘PRIMEVAL
symbiosis’ steps in. Just imagine, wooden structures brooding
over forest like trees. Like trees they feed from the sun and gather
water in order to survive. Self-sufficient constructions that convert
bio-waste into fertilizer, enrich the soil and get energy in return. The
energy that is the infinite heat source, which can stabilize interior
temperature. Having the structure like every other organism, which
all organs are natural, even after it dies it could be used again. A
simple circle of life.

organic nature - 100% recycleable

2/ CONSTRUCTION
animals overlook - humans overlook

3/ PROSPECT

tree trunk - wooden column + technical core

4/ TRANSPORTING SUBSTANCES
5/ LOAD BEARING STRUCTURE

It is up to us to write a future.
Together.

wind penetrate tree - natural ventilation

6/ AIR CIRCULATION
height of the first branch - height of the first levelbranch

7/ VISIBILITY
soil fertilization - BIO waste

8/ FERTILIZATION
getting nutrients - heat pomp

Image credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech

9/ ENERGY FROM THE GROUND

1/ Driftwood Egg Tree house
2/ Beach Rock Tree House
3/ Tree House By Terunobu Fujimori

STEP BY STEP/

CROSS SECTIONS A-A/
SCALE 1:100

CROSS SECTIONS B-B/
SCALE 1:100

PLANS/ AKSONOMETRIC VIEW/
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+3/ 8.16 m2
+2/ 11.92 m2
+1/ 23.23 m2
0/ 18.42 m2
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AREA SUMMARY/

1/

LEVEL +3

WORK

WORK

minimazed footprint/ not blocking the view/
geometric form inspired by a tree shape

communication 0.89 m2
LEVEL +2

sleepping area 7.27 m2

DAY

DAY

LEVEL +3

3/

ENTRY

2/
creating appropriate
angle for PV surface

ENTRY

LEVEL +1

extending usable
space on the first
level for mudroom

LEVEL 0
comunication 0.75 m2
working area 7.00 m2
storage 4.17 m2
LEVEL +2

4/
adding two extra
columns to balance
the construction

UNDERGROUND

automatical folding metal
section ladder

comunication 0.75 m2
kitchen/dining 11.50 m2
living room 14.52 m2

SOLUTION/

bathroom 5.24 m2
storage 1.22 m2
LEVEL +1
single unit in MIXED FOREST

The aim was to design a structure that would
not have any footprint on the nature. Fully
functional interior was intended for two people
and if needed, in special occasions could be
extended up to four. In order to provide as
much space as possible alternating threads
stairs were implemented. This allowed fitting
spacious interior into a compact and light form.
Construction divides into 4 levels with a clear
different functional program on each floor.
This well equipped structure is a balance of
comfortableness and practicality.

comunication 0,75 m2
mudroom 4,01 m2
storage 4,81 m2
technical area 8,85 m2
LEVEL 0
ELEVATIONS EAST/ NORTH/ WEST /SOUTH/
SCALE 1:200/
example of small estate/ TEMPERATE BROADLEAF

